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GREEK CAMPAIGN 
 

Sapper David Dawson, 2NZEF Engineers 
 
 

We have no recorded details of David Dawson’s own personal experiences in Greece, except a solitary 
family anecdotal reference (from his Grand-daughter) to his Engineer Unit being required to demolish a 
critical bridge after the last of the Allied troops had crossed.  Apparently the bridge was of sufficient 
importance to justify a German airborne attack to prevent its demolition. 
 
“I’ve heard a story of the engineers (my grandad being one of them) being left to destroy a bridge behind 
our retreating soldiers. But lots of paratroopers cut them off before they could retreat themselves and they 
spent time in the hills before being captured and taken prisoner of war”. 
 
The only such objective to be attacked by paratroops was the Corinth Canal road-rail bridge.  The NZ 
Engineer Unit deployed to demolish this target was the 6th Field Company.  Like many other individuals 
retreating from the Corinth Canal, David was rounded up by the Fallschmirger, though we do not know 
exactly where or when. 
 

 
 

Locations of NZ 6 Field Company Engineers 
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Fallschmirger troops cross the bridge very shortly before it is demolished 
 
 
 

 
 

German paratroops with captured British soldiers near Corinth Canal 
 

After capture David would have been taken to what became known as Dulag 185, a hastily organised 
holding Camp set up in old Greek Army barracks in Corinth.  A few weeks later he would have been 
transferred north to a similar Camp at Salonika, Dulag 183.  From there he would have been entrained to 
Stalag XVIIIA at Wolfsberg in south east Austria for the (as yet unknown) next four years of his life. 
 
 
From Victoria University in Wellingtom NZETC History: 
 
CHAPTER 19 
The Corinth Canal  

Preparations for Defence 

TO defend the Corinth Canal area, and more particularly the bridge, a miscellaneous collection of units 
had been assembled, haphazardly and with no unity of command. In the earlier stages of the campaign 
eight 3·7-inch anti-aircraft guns, eight 3-inch and sixteen Bofors guns had moved into position. Some of 
the last named were in the immediate vicinity of the canal; others were to the south along the road to 
Argos. On 23 April, when it was feared that the enemy advancing from Ioannina would reach the Gulf of 
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Corinth, the Greeks had sent a small force to Navpaktos and their Reserve Officers Battalion to Patrai. 
Having similar worries, General Wilson had sent 4 Hussars to protect the south bank of the canal and 
patrol the nearby shores of the gulf. With only twelve tanks, six carriers and one armoured car, the 
regiment, most of whose personnel were now riflemen, was responsible for a front of 70 miles. 
Consequently only four tanks were in the immediate vicinity of Corinth. 

That night, at the request of Brigadier Steel (CRE Anzac Corps), 6 Field Company which had been 
working with the Australians about Thebes was sent to the coast some three miles east of Megara and 
from there had to maintain the highway to and across the canal bridge. As explained to Captain Kelsall by 
Brigadier Puttick, ‘it was his route out … it was badly straffed by dive bombers, and blocked … by 
refugees, carts and donkeys going to the Peloponnese.’ Kelsall had to maintain the highway, prepare the 
bridge for demolition, repair it if it was bombed and, if that was not possible, to see that 4 Brigade could 
cross by a pontoon bridge. So next morning, 24 April, No. 2 Section (Lieutenant Wheeler1) was sent to 
prepare the bridge for demolition. The girders were strapped with gun-cotton and extra explosives placed 
under the abutments; TNT or gelignite was placed in the centre and wired to safety fuses at the south 
end. ‘It was the first bridge of that type which we had seen so we made certain of the job, having plenty of 
explosive. The general plan was to blow it so that it would drop and block the Canal.’1  
 
The same day, as a result of the absence of air cover, a revised embarkation programme2 was drawn up 
at Headquarters W Force. Less use would be made of the beaches in Attica and more use of destroyers 
and the southern port of Kalamata. As the retention of the canal and the defence of the Peloponnese were 
then vitally important, Headquarters W Force sent Colonels J. S. Blunt and C. D. Quilliam to study the 
situation. They reported that Patrai was ‘normal and quiet’ but that the Greek commanders at both Corinth 
and Tripolis, though friendly, wanted authority from Athens for any future action. Brigadier Lee was 
appointed area commander of the Peloponnese with definite instructions to be prepared for landings on 
the airfields, and Isthmus Force was formed to defend the canal area. 

The Brigadier hastened to the canal area. That night (24–25 April) when Allen Group was crossing the 
bridge he asked the Australians for a battalion ‘to help guard the area against possible attack by German 
armour from the north or against paratroops.’1 Three companies and two platoons from 2/6 Battalion were 
then detached, one being placed on the north side of the bridge, another with the two platoons going to 
the airfields near Argos and the third to the Corinth area to join 4 Hussars. 

On the same night Major Rattray had brought up to Brigadier Puttick from Headquarters W Force, now in 
Athens, the instructions about Isthmus Force. It would consist of a company of infantry, 6 Field Company 
already in the area, one section of 122 Light Anti-Aircraft Battery and one troop of 7 Armoured Division 
Field Squadron, Royal Engineers.2 If 4 Brigade, as was then planned, was evacuated from Megara on the 
night of 26–27 April, the force would blow both the road and the bridge and then hasten to embark from 
Navplion. Should the Navy fail to appear the brigade would withdraw across the canal, the force then 
coming under the command of Brigadier Puttick. 

At 4 a.m. on 25 April Major R. K. Gordon was ordered to take B Company 19 Battalion to the canal area. 
There he would command Isthmus Force, carrying out the orders from W Force and an instruction from 
Brigadier Puttick that the road from the north-west through Loutraki must be held in strength. Leaving 
Lieutenant Heiford3 to take the company to a defensive position north of that village, Gordon went ahead 
to the canal area, where he expected to meet representatives from the other units of Isthmus Force. 
Apparently their orders did not arrive until the afternoon for no one appeared at the meeting place. 
However, the anti-aircraft guns were in position; the engineers were completing their work about the 
bridge; and, to his surprise, Gordon found the company of Australian infantry on the north side of the 
canal in defence of the bridge and under the command of Colonel E. G. G. Lillingston of 4 Hussars. 

In his instructions Gordon had not been told about this defence system being arranged by Lee Force, nor 
had Lee Force any information about the New Zealand company. It was therefore doubtful who was to be 
in command of the canal area; Gordon had his orders but Lillingston was the senior officer. To clear up 
the confusion Gordon visited Headquarters Lee Force at Argos, but he got no satisfaction and decided not 
to hand over his force until ordered to do so by Headquarters W Force. Much time was wasted discussing 
who would give the orders for 4 Hussars to withdraw and it was evening before Gordon, still without 
definite instructions, was back across the canal checking the position of his company at Loutraki. 
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The platoons were on high ground about three miles north of the village and Gordon was satisfied with 

their positions until he was on his way back to establish headquarters near the canal. The country on 
either side of it was so suitable for parachute landings that he returned to his company and, in spite of the 
late hour, transferred two platoons to an area some 700–800 yards north of the canal. 

That night, 25–26 April, several other units entered the canal area. The Australian company which had 
been detached to join 4 Hussars had finally been ordered by General Freyberg to clear a detour through 
the bomb-damaged streets of Corinth. That task complete, it had been sent to defend the ridge 
overlooking the road to the south of the canal. 

Sixth Field Company, whose bivouac area east of Megara had become untenable because of strafing, 
moved across the canal to an area about two miles south of Corinth. Major Rudd, who had been acting 
CRE, rejoined Headquarters, which was in an olive grove with No. 1 Section (Lieutenant J. O. Wells); 
farther along the road was No. 3 Section (Lieutenant St. G. W. Chapman). 

Finally, about 2.30 a.m. on 26 April, C Squadron New Zealand Divisional Cavalry Regiment (Major 
Harford1) came through from the Mazi area with the carrier platoons of 22 and 28 (Maori) Battalions. The 
journey had been delayed by petrol shortages and engine trouble and the 22 Battalion carriers, by missing 
the turn-off, had gone south of Corinth and out of the area in which the paratroops were soon to land. The 
cavalrymen and the Maoris, however, had halted in the olive groves on the terraces between Corinth and 
the canal bridge. Once it was daylight Harford proposed to carry out the orders given to him at Divisional 
Headquarters at Mazi: to report to the ‘OC Isthmus Force’ and, on the withdrawal of 4 Brigade across the 
canal, to move his detachment westwards to Patrai and then southwards to Kalamata. 

The Germans Attack from the Air 

Now, on 24 April Marshal List had decided that the narrowness of the front and the state of the roads 
made it necessary for General Stumme (XXXX Corps) to control the advance, with XVIII Corps under 
command. He had to break through to Athens and establish a bridgehead over the Corinth Canal. 

To accomplish the latter objective it was decided to use the parachute troops which had originally been 
assembled to take the island of Lemnos.1 No battle report describing the capture of the canal area has 
been discovered but the plan had been prepared shortly after the breakthrough at Rupel Pass. 
Reinforced, Parachute Regiment 2 (Colonel Sturm), using five groups of Ju52s and 2000–2500 troops, 
was to land and block the escape of British troops to either Crete or Egypt; gliders were to be used to land 
troops close to the bridge to prevent its being destroyed; and the units already concentrated about Larisa 
were to attack on the morning of 26 April. 

The Luftwaffe had hitherto been content to bomb Argos and Corinth and strafe the highway between 
them, but about seven o’clock that morning the canal area was heavily and systematically dive-bombed 
and machine-gunned. The anti-aircraft gunners were magnificent, but before long many of them were 
wounded and all their guns wrecked. Then about 7.25 a.m. the Ju52s came over, flying low in groups of 
three to drop the many-coloured parachutes supporting the troopers and their supplies. At the same time 
gliders crash-landed near the bridge, the men from one near its south end rushing on to clear the 
demolitions. They were cutting the fuses when the charges exploded, killing them all and so wrecking the 
bridge that it dropped neatly into the canal. 

The reason for the explosion is still a mystery. Sapper Eastgate2 at the north end and Sapper Mumford3 
on the open south bank, picketting the approaches to the bridge, had been surrounded and were unable 
to do anything. There was no anti-aircraft fire by that time and there was no artillery in the area, so it is 
hardly likely that a charge was hit by shell splinters. 

But there are other possibilities. Two British officers—Lieutenant J. T. Tyson, Royal Engineers, who had 
assisted the New Zealand engineers to prepare the charges, and Captain J. P. Phillips of the Devonshire 
Regiment—had spent the night south of the bridge,  

1 The occupation of Lemnos had been part of the move of Lustre Force to Greece but 1 Battalion, The 
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Regiment, which had been landed on 4 April, had been evacuated on 12 
April. With other islands, Lemnos was occupied on 23 April by units of 164 Division, transported on a 
German steamer, Greek fishing craft and two Italian destroyers.and when the Germans landed Tyson had 
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suggested attempting to light the fuse. But it was ‘not more than fifteen feet from the plane which had 
landed.’1 They had therefore crawled to a shelter bank from which Phillips had fired at the charges 
strapped to the bridge. After his second shot the explosion2 occurred. They then slipped away to the 
south-east, joining men from the anti-aircraft batteries and eventually crossing the hills to the Navplion 
embarkation area. 

Such an explosion was possible, for early in the campaign curious engineers had placed some TNT in a 
bank and found that it could be exploded by rifle fire. But several who worked on the bridge think that the 
only explosive strapped in packets on the outside of the girders was wet gun-cotton, which could not be 
exploded by rifle fire.3 Others, however, state that there was some TNT on the deck of the bridge which 
could have been hit by rifle bullets. There is also a report that two sappers from 6 New Zealand Field 
Company south of the bridge made a dash and lit the fuse. ‘Just short of the bridge one of the boys fell. 
The other made the bridge … he seemed to fall but the next moment I saw he was coming back. He 
looked to have cleared the bridge when it seemed to heave….’4  

The Germans, however, make no reference to any spectacular rush to light the fuse; in fact one account 
states that British resistance had ‘decreased almost to the vanishing point’, and another that a war 
correspondent was actually standing on the bridge ‘making a film for the weekly newsreel.’ Moreover, their 
signals sent back during the action give three different explanations for the explosion. The first, which was 
despatched at 9.45 a.m., stated that the bridge was blown; others stated that it was blown by a remotely 
controlled or delayed charge; and finally at 11.20 a.m. Colonel Meister signalled, ‘Bridge over canal not 
blown but destroyed by shellfire.’ 

Those who had been ordered to capture the bridge intact were very disappointed and exceedingly 
curious, and after the fighting was over any captured officer who might have some information was 
carefully cross-examined. Lieutenant Heiford was even asked if there had been a line from the bridge to 
his position over four miles away. The opinion of senior German officers after the war was that, ‘The 
bridge itself was blown up, not however by blasting by the British according to plan but by a mere 
accident. The parachute officer commissioned to remove the explosive charges had piled up the already 
complete explosive charges owing to a misunderstanding. Coming from a long distance a chance hit of 
this pile effected the detonation and thus the collapse of the bridge.’1  

The two platoons of B Company 19 Battalion in the shelter of the olive groves had not apparently been 
observed by the enemy, for Gordon had time to organise an attack in support of the Australians. But the 
small force was soon driven to ground and facing counter-attacks on both flanks. The bridge had been 
demolished by that time so Gordon decided that the platoons, already short of ammunition, must attempt 
to join 4 Brigade at Megara.2 Leaving the wounded with Second-Lieutenant Ferguson,3 who was himself a 
casualty, Gordon withdrew but before long both he and Second-Lieutenant Budd4 had been wounded. 
Warrant Officer Jones5 then took command of the remnants, who got clear of the canal area and then 
attempted in small parties to find 4 Brigade. Some actually reached6 Megara and from there joined 4 
Brigade at Porto Rafti; the majority were captured; others, assisted by the Greeks, eventually reached 
Egypt. 

The third platoon from B Company in the Loutraki area had seen the paratroopers come down but was too 
far away to take any part in the action. After midday Greeks warned Lieutenant Heiford that the enemy 
was in the village and at dusk the platoon hastened to the coast, capturing on the way a drunken 
paratroop officer who was using a captured motor-cycle. But by the time they had found two rowing boats 
it was too late to cross the Gulf of Corinth. They waited, hoping to get the use of a motor boat, but next 
day an English-speaking Greek appeared with the Greek police to say that the cave was surrounded by 
Germans. As there was no chance of escape the whole platoon had to surrender. 

Units on the south bank had more chances to escape. The Australian company was outside the area in 
which the paratroops landed, but ‘before long paratroops supported by machine-gun fire were advancing 
towards its position.’7 The commander thereupon decided to move back towards Argos. On the way south 
the Australians were given transport by the companies of 26 Battalion which had been sent north to block 
the southward advance of the enemy. Remaining in touch with 6 Brigade, the company eventually 
embarked with it from Monemvasia. 
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Headquarters 4 Hussars was a total loss but by midnight the three squadrons (with patrols from GHQ 

Liaison Regiment under command) had withdrawn to Patrai. As a German landing was imminent, they 
moved south that afternoon towards Tripolis and Kalamata. 

The advance parties from 4 Brigade were less fortunate. The brigade intelligence officer got away with 
two men, met A Company 26 Battalion and reported to Divisional Headquarters,1 but the supply officer 
with four men was afterwards reported ‘so far missing.’ 

Sixth Field Company (less the section at the bridge and the two sub-sections on the Athens road) in its 
more sheltered area had escaped the early strafing but its position was soon desperate. Major Rudd, who 
went forward towards the bridge, met survivors of No. 2 Section and with them withdrew towards Argos. 
Meanwhile Kelsall had organised the rest of the company and put up a stout defence, the Germans 
afterwards recording ‘heavy casualties’ in the area. But outnumbered, short of weapons and harassed by 
mortar fire, the company withdrew that afternoon in small groups. Lieutenant Chapman2 and his section 
got clear. Lieutenant Wells and his group, after going through the outskirts of Corinth and reaching the 
south road, were taken by a Greek to an air-raid shelter where they planned to stay until nightfall. But a 
Greek officer appeared with some paratroopers and the party was captured and taken to the prisoner-of-
war cage at the cemetery. 

Kelsall and some fifteen other ranks crawled through the low vines, came unexpectedly upon a farmhouse 
occupied by Germans and then scattered. Kelsall and another sapper escaped, joined two Australians 
and two English soldiers from the anti-aircraft batteries and with them went over the hills hoping to reach 
Navplion. Informed by Greeks that embarkation from that port had ceased, they turned south-east through 
wild, romantic country and eventually reached the coast, from which on 29 April they were ferried across 
the bay to Spetsai Island. Here two officers and 40 other ranks of 4 Hussars appeared with some 
Australians. The combined parties hired a caique and sailed to Velopoula, where they picked up a sub-
lieutenant from Piræus, whose boat had been shot up off the island. That night, 1–2 May, the party 
weathered a severe storm and reached Milos with a disabled ship. While they were attempting to obtain 
another more escapees arrived and other ships3 called on their way to Crete. Finally on 8 May, after a 
Cretan colonel had forced the Greeks to produce a ship, the party prepared to sail—in all 320, including 
180 Cretans from the Albanian front. But next evening as the ship was about to leave Milos, three German 
motor boats appeared and the odyssey came to an end.1  

Other men of 6 Field Company were more fortunate. Sapper Carson,2 after being wounded and cared for 
in hospitals at Corinth and Piræus, escaped with Lance-Bombardier Marshall3 of 7 Anti- Tank Regiment 
and reached Euboea. From there they sailed to Skiros and were taken by Greek fishermen to Turkey, 
reaching Egypt in September 1941. Sapper Stuart4 escaped into the hills to join two other sappers and 
two Australians. The peasants were hospitable— ‘we were kissed, wept over, given bread, cheese and 
wine and provided with a guide in the space of half-an-hour.’ They eventually reached an island and 
became members of a party of sixty-four New Zealanders, Englishmen and Australians who were 
eventually taken by Greeks to Turkey. 

In David Dawson’s case, “ . . . lots of paratroopers cut them off before they could retreat themselves and 
they spent time in the hills before being captured and taken prisoner of war” . . . suggests that he and his 
colleagues were not very far from the bridge when they were isolated and over-run.  The probability is that 
after surrendering their personal weapons they would have been taken into various Greek military 
barracks in Corinth, soon to be hastily re-organised and designated Holding Camp Dulag 185. 
 
After a few weeks of non-existent hygiene and insufficient supplies of food, water and medecines, David 
et al would be transferred in batches to a similar camp in northern Greece, namely Dulag 183 at Salonika.  
From there they would have been forced into overcrowded sealed cattle trucks for the 5-day journey to the 
Yugoslav-Austrian border.  For David it was Stalag XVIIIA at Wolfsberg – his new base for the next four 
long slow years of his life. 
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